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Do an experiment for yourself. Stop random people in the streets or wherever you are and ask
them a simple question- Who killed JFK? I don’t know what the results of your survey will
produce but I can guarantee one thing for sure, you are going to get a variety of answers. There’s
no telling how many answers you will get, four, five even ten different answers maybe? And
that’s the whole point when you consider the role of US Intelligence and the process of
government propaganda that is always used to hide US government crimes and divert attention
elsewhere.
Like the JFK assassination, the crimes of September 11, 2001 is a text book example of a State
sponsor false flag followed by years of alternate theories, deliberate confusion and now a
carefully planned agenda to blame other countries for this crime which was planned and
orchestrated by our own US government with the cooperation and full participation, mind you, of
elements in several countries including Saudi Arabia and others.
I keep asking myself why and how do genuine truth seekers continue to fall for repeated
government engineered Intelligence propaganda when they know full well how this works given
the historic examples we can observe. In case you still don’t know how it works, here is the
sequence.
1- Government stages an event for political reasons known as a false flag operation.
2- Government blames an enemy patsy of choice to point blame away from the true conspirators.
(eg Lee Harvey Oswald, Bin Laden, Al Qaeda etc)
3- Government demonizes those searching for truth with names. (eg “conspiracy theorists”,
“lunatics”, today we have “domestic extremist”)
4- Government spends lots of money and resources to create alternate theories and point the
finger at new culprits to confuse those looking for truth and create “cognitive diversity”.
Where have we heard the term “cognitive diversity” before? It was Obama’s Information Czar
Cass Sunstein who stated in his 2008 paper “Conspiracy Theories” that the 9/11 Truth movement
needed to be cognitively infiltrated in order to create “cognitive diversity”. That’s right. You
heard that correctly. Sunstein was clear about his intentions to diversify the opinions and
viewpoints INSIDE of the Truth movement to get them fighting over different theories and
culprits. Even Salon, which is one of the primary voices of the control system today posted back
in 2010 in an article written by Glenn Greenwald.
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Sunstein advocates that the Government’s stealth infiltration should be accomplished by
sending covert agents into “chat rooms, online social networks, or even real-space
groups.” He also proposes that the Government make secret payments to so-called
“independent” credible voices to bolster the Government’s messaging (on the ground that
those who don’t believe government sources will be more inclined to listen to those who
appear independent while secretly acting on behalf of the Government). This program
would target those advocating false “conspiracy theories,” which they define to mean:
“an attempt to explain an event or practice by reference to the machinations of powerful
people, who have also managed to conceal their role.”
Despite this clearly documented intent to infiltrate local truth seeking groups and online blogs
and social networks and chat rooms with alternate theories and propaganda for the purposes of
specifically pointing the finger away from the US government, far too many truth seekers
apparently think that Sunstein was either joking or speaking metaphorically. I assure readers he
was not. He was telling you what the plans were from the States point of view at the time, and
they have delivered on that promise very clearly.
This brings us to the “Saudi Arabia did 9/11” propaganda so called “28 pages” being waved at
the masses for years now, which by the way in itself is an effective strategic marketing tactic to
peak your curiosity. The controllers have been waving the “28 pages” psyop papers for years on
end even doubling up on their psychological tactics by having Obama recently appear as though
he doesn’t want the 28 pages to be released. The cat and mouse game playing out for years
screams of obvious Intelligence games.
For anyone who thinks this is their only game of cognitive diversity, think again. I have been
very vocal and often times feel alone in my argument that the “only Israel did it” movement is a
psychological operation on the Truth movement as well and one need look no further than Cass
Sunstein’s paper to see how. Like the known role of Saudi Arabia, the known role of Israel and
the Mossad on 9/11, or for that matter the known role of Pakistan, those pushing these
movements seek to convince you that 9/11 was about a singular mission by a singular country.
This is classic Sunstein cognitive infiltration tactic using things that are partially true to divert
the blame of 9/11 away from the US government and create division within the movement.
Incidentally, I recently presented a lecture to a group in Los Angeles on how in the case of Israel,
the Israeli so called “Greater Israel” theme taken from the Oded Yinon “paper” and the “Clean
break” document written by the US for Israel in 1996 among other elements are being used as a
dangerous propaganda weapon to be potentially turned against all truth seekers in a Minority
Report style context which now exists within the powerful control grid that is already formed
here in the US. In this grid which is forming by the day, thanks to government surveillance and
information sharing, anyone can be retroactively accused of hate speech or of being radical or an
“extremist”. In addition to all of this, the movement to blame only Israel for 9/11 is a dead end
street leaving the activist with not only without concrete options for solutions but presents
essentially an abstract and almost invisible enemy to fight here in the US rendering the activist
powerless.
The Israeli (and Saudi) role often spoken about by individuals like Christopher Bollyn, (who I
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personally confronted several years ago and asked him pointedly (paraphrasing) “are you saying
that only Israel did 9/11 or that 9/11 was an Israeli operation only?” Bollyn’s answer? No!) is
being used by specific individuals to turn the attention and blame for all of 9/11 on only Israel
and these trolls will flat out tell you that the role played by Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld and their
Neocons, the CIA, FBI, Pentagon, US military and so on are all unproven or “lies” told to us by
“Loose Change” or “Alex Jones”, “David Ray Griffin”, “Webster Tarpley” and many others. As
anyone can clearly see, in order to push this radical movement they need to demonize essentially
the entire movement and label all of us as naive or even worse, we are all “disinformation
agents” ourselves. Is anyone falling for this?
So now as I read on about the “28 pages” I’m reminded how cognitive diversity is the goal. As I
shared with a group a few months back, the goal is to split the 9/11 truth movement into as many
fragments as possible the same way the Israeli “Greater Israel” and the Neocon PNAC plans
called for breaking up the Middle East neighboring countries and other regoins of the world
respectively, into fragmented smaller regions which we’ve been seeing with the role of ISIS in
the region.
Divide and conquer is a strategy that has been around for a very long time. It’s not a new thing
by any means. And getting people to fall for a patsy and diverting their attention away from the
main culprit is also an old tactic that even today we see truth seekers falling for.
The obvious 28 page psyop at most will probably suggest that Saudi Arabia at least partially
funded 9/11 and provided the “terrorists” (thus supporting the official story as well). Should they
go all the way and say that only Saudi Arabia was involved it will be that much less believable to
the average truth seeker.
While it is not wrong, in fact it is more accurate to say that 9/11 was a US-Israeli job or a USIsraeli-Saudi job, many of those deeply invested in the “official story”, the “Saudi’s did it” or the
“Israel did it” movement won’t give you that at all. They will declare “Bush and Cheney didn’t
do it” and that’s the red flag. These are all repeated Intelligence tactics designed to not only point
the blame away from the US government but to create the ideal Cass Sunstein style cognitive
diversity and division within the movement.
The take home message is that, no matter how juicy the information is, we need to view 9/11
only in the context of the bigger picture and with a clear mind and not fall for new theories that
seek to point exclusively to other countries outside of the US as the primary culprit.
Criminal elements within our own government were factually and criminally involved in 9/11
and this criminal element prefers you blame other countries that cooperated so that they don’t
ever go to jail or worse. More important, realize that given the enormous Zionist element in our
government the US and Israel-Zionist regime are one and the same. They are inseparable and
they’ve been working together for very long. See how the 9-11 style bombing of the USS Liberty
by the US-Israeli complex left the ship and its crew alone to sink and die as per the stand down
orders out of Lyndon Johnson’s mouth.
The difference between the Saudi Arabia 28 pages and the claim that only Israel did 9/11 is that
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the US-Saudi relationship unlike the Israeli relationship is fragile and separable. This is why the
Saudis are promising to sell off all US assets if the pages are released. In this sense the two
stories (Saudi and Israeli role on 9/11) are tools to help us appreciate the depth and quality of the
relationship between cooperative countries involved in 9/11 and they can be tools to help us
realize how the ruling elite use nation states to get the job done.
So whether it’s the USS Liberty attacks, the president John F Kennedy assassination, the Robert
Kennedy assassination, the WTC bombing in 1993, the Oklahoma City bombing, 9/11, Boston
bombing, Sandy Hook or any other “event” orchestrated by elements in our own government,
let’s stay focused and clear as to how this works. And let’s also recognize how the post-event
propaganda works and what is its intention. After all, if we ignore this Intelligence process we’ll
never get enough people to stand for the Truth because we’ll be too divided and too distracted
with smaller less relevant pieces of (sometimes truthful) information to argue about and that is
exactly what the controllers want. Divide and conquer!
If you agree with this message please share.
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